
Technical Specifications

Platform will have Independent chassis
•To-do and the balance of the platform will be mounted to the chassis outrigger

detached. The chassis of the crane will install by screw sand studs to the carrier

chassis. In the case of long-term failure of a carrier vehicle can be transferred to

another machine easily removed by this way.

Steel Construction

•The platform chassis will be made to set foot booms WELDOX-700 quality steel 

sheet, the main boom and the upright boom will be produced from high-strength 

WELDOX -960 or equivalent material.

Rotation Operations;

•Slewing ring, planetary reducers, hydraulic motor, hydraulic brakes and hydraulic 

distributor which provides the infinite return will be used.



TheOutriggerBalance
- 2 pieces under the platform, 2 pieces back side

and 2 pieces under the chassis vertical and

horizontal mobile hydraulic leg of the balance

will be a total of 6 pieces. These legs will be

mounted in the frame of the independent

platform. Angled legs during the operation of

the crane will come down, mean while the

carrier vehicle's chassis, axles and shears will

not load.

- Combined bending and torsion foot booms

sensitive resources, etc. as resistant high-

strength material type of box will be

manufactured.

- On the foot of retainers imported blocking

valves will be used.

Hydraulic System
- Double-acting hydraulic cylinders and honed from high-strength material (at least the quality of WELDOX-700

or equivalent) will be produced.

- Rod sprecision-machined, hard chrome-plated high-strength material to (at least the quality of Ç-1040 or

equivalent) will be produced.

- The hydraulic system; machine, hydraulic system and an overload in order to protect the people working under

the machine, waiting for along time to load the höse burst and pressure relief, loadholding (Overcenter) and twin

locking valves shall be used.

- Normal engine speed of the vehicle will provide 250 bar pressure pump continuously.



 Do operate the system easily (max. 350 bar pressure) imported origin piston pump will use

 The system maximum working pressure will be 250 bar.

 The system will be provided on the suction and return filter cleaning system using the

system will be healthy and long life.

 Hydraulic plumbing pipes, seamless steel pipe imported from cold-shooting will be covered

with phosphate ST37.

 The hydraulic hoses will be R2 double wire braid.

 A record thimbles used for Installation will be imported.

 Hydraulic oil tank capacity of the crane will not interfere with the operation capacity will be

selected.

 At all levels, hydraulic installations pressure can be read from manometer bar and kg/cm2.

BoomGroup
* 1 upright boom,1 main boom, 1.folding boomhas 8 hydraulic extension 

booms, and the second folding will be consisted of 5 hydraulic booms and 

2 mechanic booms.

*Wearandreducesfrictionbetweenthemainboomandtelescopicboomswillbeg

uidingKestamidpolyamid.

*Foldingboomsandtelescopicboomswillbeproducedfromhigh-

strengthimportedmaterial.(WELDOX-960)



Security 
* Crane Operator Control panel has a 12.1" dust and water proof & anti-reflective (Shine-Out) LCD Screen which is fully double side metal case system.

* Besides, a weight control system will be equipped that records which boom worked how long and these records can be transferred to computer via USB then duration of

maintenance and wear statistics of crane can be calculated.

* The whole electronic parts of the crane will have IP54 class ambient resistance.

* Optimization work on sloped ground with nine-axis three angle sensors (main boom, folding boom, on the second folding) and with electronic balance system.

* Pressures and angles of the boom can be followed on the screen display in real-time.

* The opportunity to watch from the operator panel by dual-axis & night vision, motion tracking camera

system. The image processing software helps to operator by virtual lines on screen.

* GSM-GPS system which can track by satellite day by day and weekly-monthly working reports, And

company’s maintenance center sends to machine owner weekly & monthly working summary graphs and

GPS tracking map summary.

* Completely wireless second boom pressure & angle transceiver system with built-in battery requires no

charge for years.

* Multimedia video system has How to use the Crane, training, maintenance and promotion videos which

has in English, Russian and Arabic subtitles.

* Moment control system will be settled down to cut overloaded control system will be settled down to cut

overloaded hydraulic circuitry (OPTIONAL Safety System). Moreover this moment control system only

will permit to withdrawal of extension booms of the operator.

* In urgent case that the operator cannot see but it requires interventions an emergency stopping button will

be placed to cut the hydraulic circuitry.

* The electronic system software has 4 language options TURKISH-ENGLISH-RUSSIAN-ARABIC.



Mini Transmitter

Compact but packed with functionality

The Mini is a compact and versatile transmitter that can easily be customized to suit your
requirements. With its modular design, the Mini can accommodate 1-6 linear levers or 1-
3 joysticks as well as several pushbuttons and switches. Despite the compact format, all
controls are sized and positioned to support daily usage for many hours without causing
operator fatigue.

The transmitter has a bundle of both standard and optional settings and features to
improve the operator experience. The maximum speed of proportional movements can 
be adjusted using a “turtle/rabbit” toggle switch in five steps. A graphic display and/or
LEDs enable operator feedback from the controlled machine.

Automatic frequency management allows for continuous operation without any
interruptions caused by radio interference from other wireless equipment. The onsite
calibration feature allows authorized users to change and adjust system settings without
any external tools or software.

The transmitter communicates with the corresponding receiver using a Scanreco protocol
and a unique identity code. This guarantees that no other Scanreco transmitter or other
product can ever activate the machine unintentionally. The stop function conforms to
performance level “e” (PL e), the highest level specified by EN ISO 13849-1, a legally
binding standard for safety-critical components of control systems.

The Mini transmitter is designed for heavy-duty use and we know that our customers rely
on our ability to deliver functionality they can trust – we call this Never-Stop Technology™ 
from Scanreco
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VERTICAL EXTENSION : 36 m
HORIZONTAL EXTENSION : 32,5 m
CAPACITY (METRIC TONNES) : 120 metric tonnes
MAX. LOAD CAPACITY : 40 Tons/3 meter
BEST LOAD : 25 Tons /4,5 meter
NET WEIGHT : 13 TONS
BOOM SYSTEM : FULL FOLDING

KNUCKLE BOOM
FIRST FOLDING : 8 BOOMS
SECOND FOLDING : 5 BOOMS
MECHANICAL BOOMS : 2 BOOMS
ROTATION : 360 Degree ∞
CONTROL SYSTEM : REMOTE + MANUEL



Warranty
The warranty period of the Crane will be 24 months by certificate of the Ministry of Industry and Trade
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